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I. Introduction

1 2
Ten years have passed since partons were introduced ' as a

conceptual framework for describing the hard collisions of hadrons.

In a kinematic domain in which an appropriate momentum variable
2

Q is larger than any mass or hadronic scales in the problem, it

was proposed that hadrons could be imagined to be a collection of

non-interacting, free, on-mass-shell constituents. The longitudinal

momentum distribution of the partons/guarks was described by

scaling distribution functions q(x), where x is the fraction

of the parent's momentum carried by the constituent. In this

picture, hadron scattering cross-sections are expressed as prob-

abilistic convolutions of the q(x) with simple point cross-sections

for the relevant constituent interaction processes.

The qualitative successes of the quark parton model are almost

legendary. Few of us think in other terms. There are also

failures. Scaling violations in deep-inelastic lepton processes

imply that the functions q(x) are scale dependent; thus, q(x) •+
2

q(x,Q ). In massive lepton pair production, pN-j-yyX, the mean

transverse momentum <Q™> of the lepton pair is observed to grow

with energy, <Q_><*s, in contrast to the simple parton model

expectation of energy independence. Above all, there is the

problem of quark bondage. They appear not to be liberated at any
2 • . • • . • • . - .

of the Q values probed in experiments to date.

Quantum chromodynamics ' dates to roughly 1973. It is a

gauge field theory of interacting constituents, not of hadrons.

The basic interaction vertices of this field theory are sketched

in Fig.l. From these, Feynman diagrams of arbitrary complexity

may be constructed to describe a great variety of reactions.
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Fiq.l The basic Feynman vertices of QCD. Solid lines denote

quarks, and springs denote gluons; g is the coupling

strength.

The theory is endowed with a crucial teleological property akin

to Nirvana. It enjoys asymptotic freedom in the sense that the

2 2
coupling strength g decreases logarithmically to zero as Q

2
grows. Consequently, at large enough Q , perturbation theory is

said to be justified and cross-sections should be approximated

well by the simplest, lowest-order constituent scattering diagrams.

Yet unanswered is whether quantum chromodynamics is a theory

of hadrons: does it explain the binding of quarks into the hadroni

spectrum we observe, such as the IT, P, A., and N* states? This

is an important issue of principle having to do with the low Q

infra-red limit of the theory where the perturbation approach

does not apply. Nevertheless, it is appealing to imagine that

binding is effected by gluon exchanges between quarks. In this

view, while a hadron is perhaps a complicated system of off-mass-

shell bound constituents, the property of asymptotic freedom

justifies the use of the older parton model at momentum values

sufficiently large that the exchanged gluon couplings are small.

Still, "corrections" to parton model results may be computed in

perturbative quantum chromodynamics. These are radiative correc-

tions, arising either from diagrams in which gluons are emitted



(radiated) from the various quark lines, or from processes initi-

ated by gluons in the incident hadron(s). The corrections provide,

inter alia, scaling violations in deep inelastic scattering whose

importance decreases in proportion to (£n Q )~ . Predicted violations

agree quantitatively with those observed in inclusive neutrino
2

reactions, albeit in a range of Q where application of the simple

theory may not be entirely justified.

The published literature is stocked with applications of QCO

to myriad processes. Reviews may be found in the proceedings of

most recent conferences and summer schools. In this paper I

restrict myself to a few aspects of QCD which I find significant

and appropriate for this meeting. I shall begin with a discussion

of the ingredients of QCD and their observational basis. Next, in

Sec.Ill, I present a somewhat pedagogical treatment of scaling

violations and argue that while entirely consistent with QCD, the

phenomenological situation is clouded by the potentially crucial

role of "higher twist" effects in the theory. In Sees.IV and V,

I present some explicit calculations of higher-twist effects.

A few general reflections are relegated to Sec.VI. Omitted from

this written version is my oral discussion of the role of next-to-

leading-logarithm higher-order terms associated with gluon diagrams.

These terms are especially large in the Drell-Yan process and

may explain why the sea quark distribution q(x) inferred from

data on pN •*• yilx differs by a factor of two or more in absolute

normalization from that measured in deep-inelastic neutrino reac-

tions. The large size of these terms shakes confidence in the

universal applicability of QCD perturbation expansions.



II. In what do we trust?

Quantum chromodynamics is a theory of interacting colored

quarks and gluons. What is the evidence for the existence of

quarks and of gluons, for their postulated properties, and for

the specific form of their postulated interactions?

That quarks exist seems incontestable, even if we may never

see one liberated. Their role in correlating a wealth of spectro-

scopic data and their manifestation as jets of hadrons in e e~

collisions seems evidence enough. Perhaps the strongest argument

for the role of quarks is the well satisfied prediction that

structure functions F_(x) measured in deep-inelastic neutrino

and electron scattering experiments should satisfy the ratio

p|N(x)/F^N(x) - 5/18 . (1)

Quarks are presumed to have spin-%. Evidence consistent with

this assertion, although not decoupled from the known spin-1

nature of the photon, includes the measured jet axis distribution

in e e~->• hadrons, the measured decay angular distribution in the

lepton pair rest frame in the Drell-Yan process h-i*1 "*"VPX, and

the small value of <7./a_ * n deep-inelastic processes. Here

a L and <?_ are the longitudinal-spir. and transverse-spin cross-

sections. These data do not exclude the possibility that a small

fraction of the elementary charged constituents have spin-zero.

The assertion that quarks come in three colors has its basis in

baryon spectroscopy and in its successful predictions for the

decay rate of ir° -»• 2y and for the absolute value of R(e+e") »

a (e+e~ •+• hadrons) /o(e e~ •* y u~) •



Analogous statements concerning the gluons are less well

founded experimentally. The existence of some carriers of momentum

other than the usual quarks and antiquarks is inferred from the

fact that at moderately large Q in deep inelastic processes

the momentum carried by the quarks and antiquarks is less than

half the total:

= fx(q(x) < 0.5 (2)

However, this observation by no means establishes the existence

of a spin-one, colored, flavorless discrete quantum. It is crucial

to observe "gluon jets", to verify their universality, and to

establish their properties. Everyone's favorite is the postulated

three jet event in e e~-»-qqG. If the n b state or the X.

states are isolated, we should see a pattern of hadronic decays

corresponding to two gluon jets. (Here b denotes the bottom

quark inferred from the existence of the T.) Whenever toponium

spectroscopy becomes accessible, three gluon jets should be observed

cleanly.

Once gluon jets are established, the vector nature of the
9 10gluon can be checked by examining angular distributions. ' No

true theory exists in which the gluons are other than vector

quanta. It is hard therefore to devise an alternative prediction

for the value of the "anomalous dimension" parameters measured in

deep-inelastic scattering (c.f. Sec.III}. All we know now is

that the data are consistent with the predictions of QCD with

vector gluons. Finally, there must be polarization predictions,

e.g., in qq -» qq, which depend sensitively on the assumption that

gluons are vector states.



To establish that gluons carry color it seems necessary to

identify the role of the three gluon vertex, shown in Fig.l(b).

This coupling is absent for colorless abelian gluons. The pre-
2

sence of this diagram controls the absolute value and Q

2 2
dependence of the coupling strength a (Q )»g /4TT. Perhaps the

s
2

best data with which to measure a (Q ) are the clean three-jets
s

events of the type e e~ -*• qqG now being accumulated at PETRA.

In principle, scaling violations in deep-inelastic scattering

should also settle the issue, once the higher-twist problem can

be set aside. Data are needed at much larger values of Q .

Charge correlations in jets may verify whether gluons are

flavorless.

There is a great deal of indirect support for the belief
2

that the coupling strength a (Q ) is "small" for values of
2 2

Q 2, 1 GeV . However, is the strong interaction sector really
2

asymptotically free? In other words, does a_(Q ) decrease

in the manner predicted as Q grows? Quantitative support may
2

come eventually from precise measurements of R + _(Q ), from the
6 6

study of quarkonium states, and from scaling violations in deep-
2

inelastic lepton scattering experiments at large Q .

III. Scaling Violations in Deep-Inelastic Lepton Scattering.

Scaling played a seminal role for the parton concept, and

scaling violations have been heralded as a success of perturbative

QCD. It is important to examine the manner in which the observed

violations of scaling are understood in deep-inelastic scattering,

both qualitatively and quantitatively. The conclusions influence

all other applications of QCD, for example, to hadron production



at large p_ and to massive lepton pair production. If radiative

corrections alone are the answer in deep-inelastic processes,

then these may be sufficient elsewhere. However, if other sources

of scaling violations are able to explain the data, then these

also must be taken into account everywhere.

7 2
We may begin with the hadronic structure functions F.(x,Q ) .

In the parton model of free non-interacting quarks, these functions
2

are scale invariant, i.e. independent of Q . However, scaling
2

violations, explicit dependence on Q , is to be expected in any

interacting field theory. A popular physical picture is one in

which the quarks are imagined to be clothed in a field of gluons.
2

At a given photon probe momentum Q., the photon measures a quark

with net momentum x... When Q is increased, the probe pene-

trates more deeply, resolving the quark from its gluon cloud. It

observes a quark with It s momentum x_ < X.,, the remainder carried

by neutral gluons. Thus, as Q increases, there is a depletion

of high-momentum parfcons and an increase in the low momentum portion
2

of the distribution q(x,Q ). Since the structure function
2 2 2

F2(x,Q ) is effectively proportional to q(x,Q ), F2(x,Q ) will
2

exhibit Q dependence, and scaling will not hold. As remarked,

this expectation should be true of any field theory. The scaling

violations in QCD are of a very specific type (logarithmic) and

magnitude (set by the "anomalous dimension" parameters).

For quantitative discussions, it is useful to deal with
2 • 2

F_(x,Q ). This quantity is proportional to the difference q(x,Q ) -
_ 2
q(x,Q ). Thus, contributions cancel from the initial gluons in

2
the hadron wave function. Experimentally, F3(x,Q ) is obtained
from the difference of neutrino and antineutrino cross-sections.



If no scaling violations are present, it is obvious that

Q 2 - ^ xF-(x,Q2) S O . (3)
3Q 3

In an interacting field theory, to lowest order in the coupling
o

strength g , this expression is replaced by

) rlJ
2

Here a = g /4ir, and P(x/y) is the probability that a quark of

momentum y yields one of momentum x after emitting a gluon.

Other than the factors of 2ir, the form of Eq. (4) is obvious from

the definitions of F, and P, or from Fig.l(a).

QCD supplies a specific prediction for P(x/y), based on a

vector gluon field, and for the Q dependence of a . However,

before introducing these assumptions, we can continue to be fairly

general. We may simplify the evolution equation, Eq.(4), by

recasting it in terms of moments. Multiplying both sides by x

and integrating over x in the interval [0,1], we obtain

2

where the "anomalous dimension" parameter is provided by the inte-

gral

r£0) = -4 f dyyN-1P(y) - (6)
w Jo

The Eq.(5) may be reexpressed as
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3 .nQ2 <7>

This equation has various solutions, depending upon what is assumed

2 2
for the Q dependence of ct (Q ).s

The forms of P(y) in Eq. (6) are different in different "theories", e.g.

vector gluon, tensor gluon, scalar gluon. Thus, the anomalous

dimensions are constants whose values will differ in different

field theories. Because the only self-consistent theory we have

is QCD, the only credible set of y* ' is based on this vector

theory. If there were a scalar theory, there would be an alternate

set of y ^ .

One specific solution for Eq.(7) is obtained upon setting

o (Q 2) =
 4iL . (8)

s 60 In (QVA'
4)

This is the form advocated by first-order perturbative QCD, with

6 = 11 - -| N f . The solution is

M { Q2, . h

with dj^ = Y N /2&Q. The scale A and the K are unknown con-

stants; N_ denotes the number of quark flavors.

The important feature of Eq.(9) is embodied in its logarithmic
2

dependence on Q . The derivation shows that this logarithmic form

arises from the assumption in Eq.(8) that the coupling strength

in QCD falls logarithmically. Therefore, Eq.(9) is a prediction

of, and it tests asymptotic freedom. It is crucial to verify
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that the Q 2 dependence observed in the data is precisely logari-

thmic.

It is well known that neutrino data are consistent with

both logarithmic dependence on Q and with the values of .Y«

prescribed by QCD. When corrections are included, associated

with higher order terms in a , these conclusions do not change.

However, one may ask for more than consistency. Is QCD necessary?

It is tempting to try an entirely different fit to the data,

in which Eq.(9) is replaced by the form

MN(Q
2) = K

or by

(11)

2

These alternative expressions for M^(Q ) need almost no motiva-

tion, especially for those of us used to data on the energy de-

pendence of hadronic cross-sections or multiplicity moments. What

is more natural than a constant (Pomeron?) piece, plus a term

falling as an inverse power of s (Regge exchange?)? The only
2

debate would be over the presence of the factors N and N in

the square brackets of Eqs.(10) and (11).

Abbott and Barnett showed that Eq.(10) fits the neutrino

data essentially as well as the simple QCD expression. In their

fit, they determine that a - 1 GeV , an entirely reasonable value

for a hadronic scale. This exercise demonstrates that the logarith-

mic form in Eq.(9) is not demanded by the present data. What else

may we conclude? Are the two forms, Eqs.(9) and (10) representa-
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tives of different "models"?

When examined in terms of x dependence, rather than as

moments. Eg.(10) arises from an expression such as

[(l-x)3+d(l-x)2/Q2] - (12)

The extra non-scaling term in Eq.(12) has the form of a "higher-

14

twist" effect in QCD. It had been known for some time that

these terms should be present in QCD, and that they are poten-

tially large. The novelty is their phenomenological discovery.

Because the data can be described perfectly either with the

higher-twist form (Eq.(10)) alone, or with the simple radiative

QCD expression (Eq.(9)) alone, it is clear that any combination

of the two will work. One is forced to conclude that the data

do not determine reliably either the scale A in Eq.(9), or the

values of the anomalous dimension parameters yN • The situation

will remain unsettled until reliable estimates are made for the

precise form and magnitude expected for the higher-twist effects.

Standard simple QCD is fine (-.., vector gluons, a «l/toQ ).
s

However, inverse-power corrections do an equally good job of fitting

the data. Both higher-twist inverse power and 1/JtaQ effects should

be part of a complete treatment, not only in deep-inelastic scat-

tering, but in all other QCD processes as well.
IV. Higher-Twist or Inverse Power Corrections.

The term "higher-twist" has a clear meaning in the framework

14
of the operator product expansion. A higher-twist contribution

arises whenever the probe (photon, W~, 2°, ...) can couple to more

than the minimum number of elementary fermion fields. This idea
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is illustrated in Fig.2.

(a) (b)

Fig.2 Examples of (a) minimum twist and (b) higher twist diagrams.

In (a) a photon couples to a quark-antiquark pair. In (b)

gluons are exchanged between quark lines.

In scattering from hadrons, higher twist effects are always present.

They are part of QCD, not an "add-on".

Higher twist contributions to cross-sections are reduced by
2

a power of Q from the leading asymptotic scaling terms. Ob-

viously, their magnitude is set in part by some mass scale, trans-

verse momentum scale, or other hadronic size effect. Thus, one
2 2

expects to see terms in cross-sections proportional to m /Q or
2 2

to kT/Q , and powers thereof. Here, m denotes a quark mass or

a hadron mass. Second, higher-twist terms may have a dependence

on kinematic variables such as x, z, and T different from that

of the asymptotically dominant mimimum twist terms. In cases in

which they have been computed, the higher twist terms decrease

less rapidly with (1-x) as x + 1, by one or two integer powers. /17'^9

Regardless of how high one rises in Q , the effects of the higher-

twist terms are dominant for values of x close enough to unity.

Elastic scattering is an extreme example of this argument. It is

purely a higher-twist effect in that all quarks in a hadron must

scatter together. When results are reexpressed in terms of moments

over x, the different x dependences of minimum and higher-twist
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terms are reflected in N dependence, with higher-twist effects

growing with N as N/Q , as N/Q , or as N(N-1)/Q , relative

to the minimum twist term.

A complete calculation has yet to be made leading to a firm

estimate for the magnitude and expected form of higher-twist

effects in deep-inelastic scattering from a nucleon target.

Results for scattering from a "pion" target are described in Sec.V.

They are relevant for the experimentally measurable reactions

and AN^A'trX.

Higher-twist effects may be regarded as a nuisance by those

2

whose preference is to concentrate on the £n Q effects associated

with gluonic radiative corrections to minimum twist processes.

As noted in Sec.Ill unless excellent data are available over a
2

range in Q extending to very high values, it is possible to
~~~ "—^ 2 n

fit results equally well with inverse pSwer. terms (1/Q ) or

with i/£nQ2 effectF.

An incitement to ignore the existence of higher-twist terms

is the fact that radiative corrections are fully calculable, in

principle, whereas estimates for higher-twist contributions require

a model for effects related to hadronic structure, sizes, and quark

binding. Nevertheless, awareness is growing that we must come to

grips with the higher-twist problem and derive good estimates for

the magnitude of these effects. The higher-twist problem is known

to be a source of great uncertainty in the analysis of deep inelas-

tic scaling violations (c.f. Sec.III). Doubtlessly, higher-twist

effects account for a significant portion of the cross-section

for other processes also. For hadron production at large p T in

hadron-hadron collisions, it may be that in trying to fit the data
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without admirting higher-twist terms, one is forced into uncom-

fortable parametrizations which rely on large primordial <k_>

and on all the scaling violations one can build into quark and

gluon probability distributions and fragmentation functions.

In the next section I show that in some cases, spin-effects

may provide a special signature for higher-twist effects, permit-

ting them to be isolated and studied.

V. The Drell-Yan Process and Semi-Inclusive Deep Inelastic

Scattering.

I shall discuss two processes:

TTNH-UMX, at large Q 2«M 2
p£ (13)

and

.2 , .2JIN at large Q =(p£-p&.) - (14)

My focus is on physical effects associated with the pion's struc-

ture. In the lowest order QCD perturbative J'eynman diagrams

which I use to describe these processes, the pion appears expli-

citly as a qq system, in a definite spin state. In both cases,

17 1 Q
important, distinguishable higher twist effects are derived.

The cross-sections and polarization properties are predicted to

depend in a detailed way on the internal dynamics of the pion.

In the parton model and in the conventional QCD approach to

processes such as those in Eqs. (13)-(14), it is customary first

to isolate a basic pointlike constituent scattering process. The

overall cross section is then expressed as a product of three

incoherent probabilistic factors, representing (i) the density of

"free" on-shell constituents of the hadrons in the initial state.
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(ii) the constituent to constituent scattering cross section, and

(iii) the probability that the "free" on-shell final constituent

"decays" into the observed final state hadrons. The work described

here is motivated by a desire to go beyond this simple approach,

and to deal with the fact that constituents are not free, but are

always bound in hadronic wave functions and are often considerably

off-shell. Indeed, at large x and/or at large z, constituents

are pulled far off-shell. Accordingly, bound state effects not

normally considered should grow in relevance, and the standard

quark-parton model assumption of on-shell constituents becomes

increasingly questionable. One of the consequences of on-shell

behavior is the dominance of the cross sections associated with

transversely polarized virtual photons and W's. When spin-Jj

constituents are far off-shell, however, the longitudinally polar-

ized cress sections may take over, resulting in substantial changes

in e.g., observable angular distributions. Data should be examined

in an effort to establish this qualitative effect, regardless of

the details of the specific model for bound state, off-shell

behavior presented here.

The pion is a relativist!c many-body system and no pretense is

made here that is being described completely. However, in some

well defined regions of phase space, in which the active quark (or

anti-quark) constituent is far off-shell, the relevant large momen-

tum behavior of the wave function can be handled with first order

21
QCD perturbation theory, i.e., by single gluon exchange. The

specific region of phase space amenable to this treatment is that

in which the fractional longitudinal momentum x of the constitu-

ent is large, xi0.5.
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p.

Fig. 3 (a) Vertex in which a quark is removed from an incident IT;

ir-»-qX. The quark carries four-momentum p .

(b) The shaded oval represents the full wave function for

pion dissociation into an on-shell system (upper line

marked with an on-shall cross x) and an off-shell
2

quark p, carrying four-momentum squared p . In the
2 a

large p^ limit, the large momentum behavior of the

full wave function can be represented by single gluon

exchange, as sketched on the right-hand side of (b).

The unshaded oval stands for the pion wave function at

small momentum, where all lines are essentially on-shell.

Consider the process sketched in Fig.3(a) in which a quark

constituent is removed from the pion. If this quark carries

longitudinal momentum fraction x [light-cone variable] and trans-

verse momentum k_, relative to the initial pion's direction, then

energy momentum conservation may be used to show that

Here M^ is the mass of the on-shell spectator recoil system,

and p is the square of the four-vector momentum of the active

quark. Equation (15) indicates that if x is large and/or kT
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is large, the quark if far off-shell (and spacelike). This large
2

momentum (p large) behavior of the pion wave function may then

be approximated by single gluon exchange, as sketched in Fig.3(b).

In the specific calculations discussed below, I treat the on-shell

spectator system, the upper line in Fig.3(b) as a single on-shell

massless quark. Calculations can be done in which the spectator

system is taken instead to be a state of several quarks and gluons.

However, such diagrams yield contributions to cross sections which

decrease with a greater power of (1-x) [or of (1-z)] than for the

leading terms which I retain.

I discuss first the reaction ir~N -*• uyX. The dominant con-
2 2

tribution to ir~N •»• yyX at large Q = (p +P-) arises from the
_ • * _ _

annihilation uu-*y -*w> where the antiquark u comes from the

ir~ and u from the nucleon. It is conventional to treat both

the incident u and the incident u as free, on-shell, massless

constituents. Doing so, one obtains immediately the prediction

that the angular distribution of the final lepton should follow
2

the form dcr/dcos9 <"= (1 +acos 8), with a = 1. This form is charact-

eristic of the coupling of a transversely polarized virtual y

to on-shell fermions. Here cos8=p «p is defined in the yy

rest frame.
As the longitudinal momentum fraction x of the \i\x pair is

2

increased towards its kinematic limit, or as T =Q /s •*1 at fixed

x_, the annihilating antiquark in the pion is forced to carry a

large fractional momentum x and is pulled off-shell. Accordingly,

bound state and longitudinal polarization effects grow in potential

importance. I concentrate on the kinematic region where only the

u is far off-shell (i.e., xp-*-l). It is sufficient to treat the
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u quark as nearly free and on-shell. Thus, the incident nucleon

structure is ignored, and I specialize to the reaction TT q-*-v q.

(a)

sent quarks. Symbols p., p , p. and p denote four-

momenta of quarks, and k is the four-momentum of the gluon.

Relying on the discussion above, one may draw the two lowest-

order diagrams shown in Fig.4. Both diagrams in Fig.4 are required

by gauge invariance, although in a physical (axial) gauge, the

scaling contributions as Q -»• °° can be identified solely with

Fig.4(a). The incident meson momentum p is partioned equally

between the constituent d and u. If this simplifying approxi-

mation is discarded, a modest change occurs in the prediction of

the relative size of the transversely polarized and longitudinally

polarized components of the final cross secticn.

The invariant amplitude corresponding to Fig.4 is

1 a s ( k )

u(p ) Y v(p } -\ s - ¥ (0)

a uA(p/2) v_A(p/2) (16)
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Here m denotes the quark mass. The equality

specifies that the ud bound state is a pseudoscalar. The factor

Y^ (r = (J) in Eq. (16) represents an integration over the unspecified

soft momenta in the pion wave function. Note that in this calcula-

tion the quark transverse momentum k_ enters explicitly.

2 • 2
For simplicity in what follows, I set m = 0 and m * 0, and

n
2 2

restrict attention to k_ «Q . Using the amplitude in Eq.(16),

one may compute an explicit expression for the cross section for

ir~N i

(1-x ) cose sine cosij)

(17)

+ -r

The angles 6 and (f> are defined in the yp rest frame. In

this frame, the polar (z) axis is chosen along the direction of

the incident pion; cosS = p *p . The (x, z) reaction plane is the

plane defined by p and p , with p v chosen to have a positive

component of momentum along x. The azimuthal angle <p is mea-

sured with respect to x. In the approximation in which I am

working, $„"$,. In practice, some smearing of the angular

distribution predicted in Eq.(17) is to be expected from the

non-zero nucleon constituent transverse momentum k . which I

have neglected.
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In Eq.(17), G_/N is the quark structure function of the

nucleon. To obtain Eq.(17), an expansion in inverse powers of
2

Q was performed, and discarded from the square brackets were

2 2
subasymptotic terms which are of order Q~ k_ (1-x ) and

To &
—4 4 1

Q k_ (1-x ) . The contributions from sea quarks and antiquarks
Xa 3

in the meson and nucleon are also ignored in Eq.(17). Equation

2
(17) is accurate in two Q •*•» limits: (a) the fixed x Bjorken

limit, and (b) the fixed W 2 = (1-x )Q2/x= limit, with W 2 » k £ .
a a xa

2

The neglected terms in Eq.(17) must be retained at modest Q

for x very close to 1(> 0.95). If scalar instead of vector

gluons were used in the amplitude the only changes in Eq.(17)

would be the replacement of the factor (4/9) by the factor 4, and

(2/3) by 2. As Eq.(17) stands, it would appear that the cross sec-

tion diverges as ^<ra'*^- However, a finite answer should be

obtained once finite masses are restored and the full confiningproperties implied by -Jf(ff) are implemented explicitly.

In the Bjorken scaling limit, Q ->», at fixed x , the val-
3.

ence quark structure function of the pion can be extracted from

Eq.(17) :

A

The corresponding k fall-off produces pairs with a Q distri-

bution (for k 2
a « Q 2 ) .

We observe the following additional features of Eq.(17);

(i) We can identify a non-scaling contribution to the struc-

ture function. After averaging over cos8 and over $, we obtain:

2 2< kTa>
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The non-scaling contribution is independent of x and will domin-

ate the scaling contribution at fixed Q (1-x) as Q -*•«. In

this model the relative magnitude of the scaling and non-scaling

terms is fixed.

(ii) The non-scaling 1/Q contribution corresponds to a

longitudinal structure function and provides a sin 6 term in the

angular distribution do/dcos8, in contrast to the conventional

2 2 2

expectation of (1 +cos 8). At fixed Q , the sin 8 term dominates

in the cross section as x_-»-l. The usual rule that annihilating

spin-Jj quarks produce transversely polarized photons is modified

when off-shell constituents are involved. Here the q is

kinematically far off-shell since, as x_ + l, all of the momentum

of the recoil spectator quark must be transferred to the annihi-

lation subprocess. In this situation the spin of the incident

meson influences the final angular distribution. The bound state

effect is a "high-twist" subprocess, since more than the minimum

number of elementary fields is required. Although the large x_,

limit is stressed here, the sin 9 term should be important also
2

at fixed x_, when T = Q /B-*-1. In this latter limit, X-"*"1 also.

(iii) A significant non-scaling, non-isotropic azimuthal

angle dependence dcr/d<ji is predicted in Eq. (17). At fixed Q ,

the coefficient of the cos<t> term in the square brackets of Eq. (17)

grows as (1-x ) ~ relative to the dominant scaling term. In gen-

eral, one may also expect contributions to da/dcj> proportional to

cos 2<j> sin 6. However, in this model, the cos 2$ terms enter

-2 2
multiplied by factors such as Q ^Ta^1""31^ an<2 a r e therefore

discarded in the approximation to which I am working.

Subsequent to these predictions, the change of the angular
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distribution da/dcos6 with x, predicted in Eq.(17), was observed

22

by the Chicago-Illinois-Princeton collaboration. Their results

are shown in Fig.5. These results should encourage a much more

detailed experimental investigation of the large x ? region in

ir~N •* pyX, with broad angular coverage so that the distribution

da/dcose d<(> can be obtained precisely.

C.VJ
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5 Polarization parameter a as a function of x for ir~N •+•

yyX at 225 GeV/c; a is defined from fits to data with the

form da/dcos8= 1 +acos 6 . The curve is a prediction of

the model discussed in the text. Data are from Ref.22.
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In baryon (or antibaryon) induced reactions, BB -»• ypX< the
2

1 + cos 6 behavior characteristic of spin-Jj systems is maintained

as x-*-l, in spite of the fact that an annihilating constituent is

again far off-shell. It would be valuable to verify this expecta-

tion experimentally. Non-scaling longitudinal contributions should

arise near x = 2/3 if we take into account the subprocess (qq) + q •*•

* 15

q + y with a bosonic diquark system. These effects may be

related to the anomalous value of ° T / ? T observed in deep inelas-

tic electron scattering at moderate values of Q .

The dominance of the longitudinally polarized cross section

(« sin2e) as xp •+ 1 in irN •* y X is a direct indication that in

this limit the annihilating antiquark carries the signature of
2 2

its origins in a spin zero meson. Observation of the sin 9/Q

term in the data is the first direct identification of a higher-

twist effect in an .nclusive reaction. The importance of this

higher-twist effect in ir~N •+• pjlx, for values of Q as large as
2

~20 GeV , suggests that higher-twist effects should be examinedcarefully in all other high energy processes as well.

19
I consider next the processes SLN •*• Z'ttX, as sketched

Fig.6(a). Here it is convenient to let the momentum of the
*

exchanged y (or W in th

longitudinal (z) direction:

*
exchanged y (or W in the case of vN) define the positive

(20)

The final pion has transverse momentum p_ relative to the dir-

ection of Q, and it carries the fraction z of the energy of

the initial exchanged quantum. In terms of four-vectors, z =

P^'PJJ/Q'PJJ- In the lab frame z=E^/\>. The initial quark from
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the initial nucleon in J'ic,. 6 (a) is assumed to be on-shell and to

carry longitudinal momentum fraction x of the nucleon*s momentum,

and no transverse momentum. The intermediate quark p in the

subprocess Q + xp -• TT + q is then off-shell and timelike, with

z(l-z) (21)

2
Note that as z+l, p -»•». Accordingly, important off-shell

effects and deviations from the usual quark-parton model expecta-

(o)

Lorgt z P«

(a) Sketch of £N *£'irX? Q labels the exchanged y or

W. The intermediate quark labeled p is off-shell

and timelike. The initial quark from the incident

nucleon carries four momentum xp N <

(b) On the left is a diagram showing the dissociation of

an off-shell virtual quark into a pion plus X. 'Ehe

unshaded oval in the diagram on the right-hand side

of Fig-6(b) represents the unspecified small momentum

behavior of the pion wave function, represented in

this paper simply by the wave function at the origin,

J( O)
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tions, including longitudinal polarization of the exchanged y

or W, may be expected in the limit of large z. The quark and

pion masses have been neglected in the derivation of Eq.(21).

Note that here x =(p2 - Q2)/2Q'pM, and Q 2 < 0 .
a pj

For large z(£0.5) we may use the arguments developed above

to represent the process q •*• irX by the diagram indicated in

Fig.6(b). The gauge-invariant set of diagrams for the process

£N-*-£'irX is presented in Fig. 7. To describe the lepton kinema-

tics, it is conventional to use the variable y = Q"PH/Pi> "PH-

initial and final lepton momenta are chosen to lie in the (x,z)

plane, both having positive x components of momentum. The

angle <j> is the aximuthal angle of p relative to this x

direction.

(b)

Fig. 7 Gauge-invariant set of diagrams for £N •+ £' TTX; k labels

the four-momentum of the exchanged gluon. Solid lines,

except for the ones labeled -n, I and V, are quark

lines.
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Evaluating the Feynman diagrams in Fig.7 explicitly, for

40 2
or for eN+e'TTX, I obtain the cross section (for pt « |Q |#

and large z):

A f l 2 / o ^ M dx — i2

2 r i k PT \+ T (1-z) 1 + (1-y) I (1-y) cos$ I —*=• J (22a)3 I I \ ^ 2 /

32 \%

V-Q5

| y ^
9 (-Q2) J

2
Here Q < 0. Terms have been dropped which are down in magnitude

2 2
by powers of (1-z) or of PT/Q relative to those in the curly

brackets in Eq. (22a). Thus Eq. (22a) is accurate in two |Q | -»-

~ limits: (a) the fixed z, Q2-*» "Bjorken limit", and (b) the

fixed (l-z)|Q2| limit, with (l-z)|Q2| » p 2 . The omitted terms

o
must be restored at very small Q or for z very near 1. The

cross section also contains terms proportional to cos 2<{>; however,

2 2

the coefficients of these terms are of order (1-z) pT/Q . They

are therefore negligible in relation to the terms I retain, which

are proportional to (1-z)2, (1-z) (pJ/-Q2)'i, or p2/Q2.

For vN •*• p~i7 X, the expression in curly brackets in Eq. (22a)

is replaced by

(l-z)2+| (1-z) (l-yĵ coso M H +| (1-y) f-^j j • (22b)

For vN-*• y TT~X, the term in the curly brackets in Eq. (22a) becomes

|-^§ J + | (1-y) | - ^ j . (22c)
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A wealth of predictions is embodied in Eqs.(22) involving
2

the correlated behavior of all the variables z, y, p_, and $.

(i) In the fixed z, Q *» limit, the cross sections in

Eqs.(22) attain the scale invariant form expected in the usual

parton model, with dc/dy«|l + (1-y) I for pN-t-p'TrX, d.o/dy «

(1-y) for vN •* \i TTX, and dc/dy independent of y for vN -»•
_ 2

p 7rX. However, important deviations are predicted at finite Q ,

as described below.

(ii) According to Eqs. (22), for AN ••• 2' irX, the distribution
2 4 2 2

da/dp_ is expected to decrease as p~ (for p « Q ), except

at large z, where a less rapid p~ behavior sets in. Thus, the

mean <pT> should grow at large z, a "seagull" type of effect.

This "jet broadening" phenomenon is distinct from that associated
23with gluonic radiation diagrams. The two effects may be distin-

2
guished in the data by their different dependences on z and Q .

2
(iii) In the limit Q •> °°, the y and z dependences in

Eqs. (22) are separable. In this limit, an asymptotic quark to pion
fragmentation function may be extracted from Eqs.(22). For z >

2
0.5 a n d Q •*•<*>,

(z'.Q2) * (1-z)2 , (23)

2
Moreover, after averaging Eq. (22b) over y, <}>, and pi,, one may

2
identify a significant non-scaling term in D , (z,Q ):

2
o 9 2 (P^

DTr/q(2'Q } * d-*> + f — T * {24)

The extra non-scaling term in Eq.(24) is independent of z, and is

especially relevant at large z where the scaling term vanishes
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rapidly.
o

(iv) For modest values of Q or for large z. a significant

non-factorizinq. non-scaling term is present in Eqs.(22). Aver-

aging over <|>, I obtain:

For ep •»• e' irX or yp -»• u' irX,

a(z,y,Q2) « (1-z)2 \1+ (^-y) 1 + | (1-y) f-^j (25a)

For vp •*• y~ir+x.

a(z,y,Q2) « (l-z)2+| (1-y) f-^J (25b)

For vp •»• y ir X,

a(z,y,Q2) « (l-z)2(l-y)2+| (1-y) f-^J . (25c)

These expressions imply that at large z, the distributions in

y should be very different from "normal". Likewise, selections

on y can lead to considerably different expectations for the

4 2 2

distribution in z. The term proportional to -jd-y) (pI/-Q ) is

the analog of the j sin 8 (k_,/Q ) term found in ir~N -*• ujjx, and

corresponds to a longitudinally polarized y or W. It would be

valuable to ascertain whether its contribution is as significant

in deep-inelastic scattering as it appears to be in ir~N •* viyX.

(v) Note that in the limit z-*l at fixed Q2, or in the

2 2

limit Q •*•*> with Q (1-z) fixed, the terms which dominate in

Eqs. (22) are the unusual, higher-twist terms ot(l-y). Thus in

either of these limits, the cross section do/dy is predicted to

have an unusual dependence, varying as (1-y) for all three pro-
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cesses: UN^U'TX, VN*V~TT +X, and vN •*• p+ir"x.

(vi) The <j> distributions in Eqs. (22) are noteworthy,

(vii) In the computations described here, only those hadron

structure effects associated with the final pion are considered

in AN + Jl'iiX. In a more complete investigation, off-shell effects

associated with the initial quark from the incident nucleon should

also be treated. These will be especially relevant for x>0.5

and should lead to the prediction of correlations in the x and

z dependences of the cross section.

VI. Reflections

Struggles seem to characterize the precocious adolescence of

perturbative quantum chromodynamics. Calculations are getting

harder. In both quarkonium decays and in the Drell-Yan process,

QCD radiative corrections to the total rates are much larger than

one would have hoped. Even higher-order computations must now

be done before the theory can be said to apply. The presence of

higher-twist effects and their potential importance is now recog-

nized by many more of our colleagues. Much solid work remains

to be done. The easy predictions are well-known but must now be

refined, sharpened, and assigned honest "error flags" corresponding

to estimated phenomenological uncertainties.

Will QCD address the questions which concerned us at these

Symposia in past years: hadronic total cross-sections, diffraction,

clusters, Regge exchange, low-p hadronic phenomena,...? I doubt

it. S-matrix theory still seems appropriate for these topics.

Field theory is predominant, now, just as the S-matrix approach

was fifteen years ago. Progress, however, may require an equili-

brium between the two, so that one may shift frora one perspective
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to the other, retaining the best of each and applying each where

appropriate.

If field theory and S-matrix theory are akin to Brahma and

Vishnu, then Shiva is missing from our science.
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